Abstract. In work the internal structure of de Rham cohomology is considered. As examples the phase flows in R 3 admitting the Nambu poisson structure are studied.
Introduction
Let Λ k (M) -be the exterior graded algebra of differential forms with de Rham complex
Remember [1] , that differentual form ω ∈ Λ k (M) is called closed if dω = 0, and exact if ω = dν for some ν ∈ Λ k−1 (M). The quotient of closed k-forms on manifolds M by exact k-forms is the k ′ th de Rham cohomology group
.
It is known, that cohomology M = R n is vanish. It means, that for anyone ω ∈ Λ k (R n ) such that dω = 0 there exists a ν ∈ Λ k−1 (R n ) such that ω = dν. In any case the dimension of cohomology group is determined by Betti numbers:
Let's connect with de Ram complex the differential module {C, d}, then
are called cocycles of module {C, d} (space of closed forms),
are called coboundary of module {C, d} (space of exact forms). In given designations the group i-cohomology H i be the quotient i-cocycles by i-coboundary
. This means that
The received quotient we can write as
Note however that in Λ 2 (R n ) there exists a form
In other words, exact ω ∈ Λ 2 (R n ) be wedge product of the other exact forms. We can write this space as
It is obvious that from B 2 = {dµ 1 ∧ dµ 2 , dν}, and
. This means that quotient
should characterize presence of obstacles (topological defects) for existence of the exact forms in Λ 2 (R n ), which are wedge product of exact form from Λ 1 (R n ).
According [2] , this phase flow has one vectorial
and two scalar Hamiltonians
These Hamiltonians are connected by expressions
This means that our system admit Poisson structure with vectorial Hamiltonian
where
and Poisson structure (Nambu [3] )
Example 2. Divergence-free Lorenz set
and Poisson structure in two forms
where This means that our system admit Poisson structure with vectorial Hamiltonian
and scalar Poisson structure in the form
For completeness of a statement we shall notice that as dΘ = 0, but dΘ ∧ Θ = 0, then Pfaff equation on prehamiltonians form Θ has solved with integrating factor
The caused of global non-integrability of the given system is the presence holes (x = 0, z = 0) in x0z planes. It is obvious that vanishing of second Hamiltonians has not admitted to enter of Nambu structure with a bracket {H, F, G}.
Cogomology in
Further, the top index of the any form will denote its degree, i.e. ω k ∈ Λ k (R n ). For standard de Rham complexes in R n we get ω 3 ∈ B 3 ⊂ Λ 3 (R n ). This means that
But in Λ 3 (R n ) there exists are forms
In other words, exact ω 3 1 ∈ Λ 3 (R n ) be wedge product of the other exact forms. We can write this quotient as
At the same time in Λ 3 (R n ) it is possible also to construct the forms
In other words, exact ω 3 2 be wedge product of the other exact forms. We can write this quotient as
Evidently that H
should characterize presence of obstacles (topological defects) for existence of the exact forms in Λ 3 (R n ), which are wedge product of exact form from
Generalizing the previous calculations we consider de Rham complex in R n and get
and
However, into Λ k (R n ) there exists are forms
In other words, exact ω k ∈ Λ k (R n ) be wedge product of the other exact forms. We can write this quotient as
Continuing it is similarly we receive: 
So, for k = 3 we shall receive 
